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Q1/
Show the output of the following statements :

l- x:5.55; floor(x),round(x)
2- linspace(0,20,11)
3- magic(2)
4- Arra5[ 3 7 8:2 6 5 ll;12 14 15 13] , Aray(4,1:4)=[3] 54 t3 l1]
5- Array( 1 :2, 1 :3)=0

Q2l Answer two question only
A/ The distance between two points and on a Cartesian coordinate plane is

(20marks)

(20marks)
given by the

d- - ..r)' + {y - yz)z
equation
write a function to calculate the distance between any two points(xl,yl) and (x2,y2) specified by
the user?

B/ Write a MATLAB program that finds the sum of the first 25 natural numbers(only odd)?
C/ If A=[1 2 -3 4;5 -6 -7 8;9 10 -11 12] write a MATLAB program to change A negative

elements to positive elements?

Q3/ (2hmarks)
Write a MATLAB program to draw the coordinates of a sine wave on the surface of a cylinder
are obtained from the following relations : x : b cos(t), y : b sin(t), z : c cos (at)
If we assume that a = 10.0, b = 1.0, c: 0.3 , and 0 <t<2fi using 200 points ?

Q4l ( 2hmarks)
The velocity of a particle is given by v=3.2t2 -6ot+280, where v is in meters and t is in seconds.
Plot the position, velocity, and acceleration as functions of time for the first 12 seconds of
motion. Then, determine the time at which the velocity is zero.

Q5/ (2Lmarks)

The dam in figure below is a quarter circle with 20m radius (r) and 50m wide(W). Determine the
horizontal (F$ and vertical (weight the water above the dam, FV) components of hydrostatic
force against the dam and the point of pressure where the
resultant(FR)strikes the dam.

Where: y: specific weighF9790 N/m3, height of Water (h):
:10m, AH: area as a rectangular appear, AV: area of the .l
quarter circle dam

Hint: FH:y * h * AH, FV:y * volume, AH=W*r, volume
(Volume of water above the dam)= 4y*y7,4y:(nrea of the I

quarter circle darr, )=(n * 12)14. k (.L^.
.---Good luck Head of Department
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QU
Create a 3-D mesh surface of the function z:2xy (x + y ), for x =l: 0.1:3, and y :l:0.1:3 by
using (surf)?

Q2/
Write a MATLAB program to find the sum of all even numbers in the range[0- (-45)]?
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Q2/
Write a MATLAB program to Finding factorial number?
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